Literacy:











Around the World – reading Jemmy Button
by Jennifer Uman and Valerio Vidali
Fiction and Non-fiction texts
Drama work
Poetry
Persuasive writing
Reading comprehension
Speaking and Listening activities,
Grammar skills, handwriting and spellings
Weekly spelling tests
research skills

Maths:








Mental and written addition and
subtraction
Problem solving, reasoning and algebra
Geometry
Decimals and fractions (addition and
subtraction, equivalence, ordering)
Written multiplication and division
Measurement, statistics- data handling
Time tables- 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11

Science:
The boys are going to cover the topic ‘Light and
Shadow’. The will learn to identify different sources of
light and how to make shadows and to be able to explain
what happens to make a shadow. They will also learn
whether all objects block light. The boys will also learn
what happens to shadows as the object changes position
and to describe using scientific terms.
The second topic we will be covering is Plants. The boys
will learn to identify and describe the functions of the
roots of flowering plants and how to investigate the way
water is transported within plants.

P.E.:

Curriculum Information Sheet








Swimming every Tuesday
Preparing for sports day.
Understanding core rules
Applying tactics
Appreciating distance
Event competitions

Summer term 2019 / תשע״ט

Computing

Year 3





Continue working with computing
program 2Simple
power point creations
E-Safety with Mr Sager

General Information:






Please ensure the boys have labelled
PE and swimming kits.
Homework is given out on a Tuesday
and returned on a Friday
Spellings are given out on a Tuesday
and pupils are assessed the Friday.
Please ensure your son has all the
necessary stationary.

Humanities:




To locate countries in the UK and
Europe on a map
Using maps, & atlases to map and
locate countries
Learn about various countries
around the world

Art/D&T:
 Draw different flags
 Silhouettes
 RAF art
 Space Hotel

